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During August 1992, a combined acoustics/physical oceanography experiment was performed to
study both the acoustical properties and the ocean dynamics of the Barents Sea Polar Front in the
region near Bear Island. Oceanographic observations from shipboard hydrography and moored
sensors allowed the construction of the internal wave frequency spectrum for the area. A rapidly
sampled tomographic section from a 224-Hz, 16-Hz-bandwidth acoustic source to a 16-element
vertical receiving array enabled the monitoring of travel-time fluctuations over the internal wave
frequency band. To describe the measured acoustic fluctuations, theoretical expressions have been
developed for the travel-time variances which are functions of the internal wave oceanographic
field, the local acoustic propagation characteristics, and the acoustical system’s properties. Both ray
and mode theory expressions are generated, as the experiment was performed in shallow water and
both ray and mode arrivals were resolvable. Comparison of the theory with the data shows generally
good agreement. However, due to the fact that the internal wave study is a secondary objective of
this experiment, the data are not of the quality eventually hoped for. Directions for future research
in this area are outlined and discussed. © 1996 Acoustical Society of America.
PACS numbers: 43.30.Bp, 43.30.Cq, 43.30.Re
INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we present both theoretical and experimen-
tal results on the topic of the scattering of acoustic energy by
internal waves in shallow water, with the emphasis on acous-
tic ray and mode travel-time perturbations. This line of pur-
suit is useful both in understanding the forward scattering
problem and in providing internal wave ‘‘noise’’ estimates
for coastal tomography. One could also begin to consider the
possibility of ‘‘internal wave tomography’’ based on the
work presented. However, the feasibility of the latter is a
complicated issue, and we do not address it in this paper.
Internal gravity waves1–9 are found throughout the
world’s oceans, and kinematic models have been surprisingly
successful in reproducing the observed spectral properties of
the internal wave field. However, these models are based on
a synthesis of midlatitude, deep-ocean observations and are
limited in that they are meant to represent the average or
steady-state spectrum, away from the direct influence of
sources, sinks, or boundaries. The observations described
here were collected over variable bottom topography in a
shallow sea near a strong front where the models are not
likely to be applicable.10 Instead we expect that the observed
IW field will vary, both spatially and temporally, from the
steady-state kinematic description. In particular, internal
tides ~internal waves at tidal frequency! are likely to be im-
portant to the spectrum. The ineffectiveness of steady-state
models is addressed in this work by developing a spectral
description of the internal wave field based on direct obser-
vations. Density profiles from CTD casts and time series of
temperature variability at several depths on a mooring are
used to estimate vertical mode shapes and the frequency
spectrum of vertical displacement.
Turning to the scattering of acoustical energy by internal
waves, much of the work to date has been concerned with
deep-ocean propagation. The reader interested in this topic is
referred to the excellent monograph edited by Flatté,11 which
provides a clear overview of the work up until 1979 and is a
good springboard for approaching later work in this field.
The number of studies of acoustic scattering by internal
waves in shallow water is somewhat smaller. Some high-
lights, in our opinion, of this work are the study of the reso-
nant scattering of acoustic energy by internal wave solitons
by Zhou et al.12 and Weston,13 the study of acoustic modal
scattering by internal waves by Essen,14 and the studies of
internal wave induced phase front curvature across horizon-
tal arrays by Shmelerv et al.,15 Kravtsov et al.,16 and Ruben-
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stein et al.17 The first Zhou et al. study concentrated on
acoustic amplitude attenuation effects, the Essen study con-
centrated on mode eigenvalue perturbations, and the latter
three studies focused on phase fluctuations of the total field.
In our work here, we will be examining mainly travel-time
fluctuations, and so will build primarily upon the work by
Essen et al.
Our experimental motivation for this study comes from
the Barents Sea Polar Front ~BSPF! experiment, which was
performed in August 1992 by personnel from the Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution, the Naval Postgraduate
School, and Science Applications International Corporation,
Inc. This experiment was a combined physical oceano-
graphic and ocean acoustic study of that frontal feature, us-
ing standard hydrography, moored oceanographic sensors,
and an acoustic tomography array. As the BSPF shows con-
siderable variability over short time scales, i.e., hours, we
chose to sample acoustically at a very rapid rate, once every
5 min. With such a temporal sampling rate, we were able to
sample the internal waves adequately, as well as the frontal
features. It was our original intention to have along front and
across front tomographic paths which would allow us to
separate frontal effects clearly from internal wave effects.
However, experimental difficulties ~the intermittency of one
particular source! limited our experimental data to a cross-
front path in which a combination of frontal and internal
wave/internal tide signals is present. This combination of
oceanographic effects, along with the limited bandwidth of
the source used, degraded our internal wave data somewhat,
as we discuss below.
As regards our theoretical development, we note that we
are using a linear perturbation theory approach for both rays
and modes, and restricting ourselves to adiabatic mode
theory in the modal picture. The shortcomings of the linear-
ization and perturbation assumptions are discussed in a com-
panion manuscript to this one by Traykovski,18 who also
shows the equivalence of the ray and mode pictures for the
scattering. The use of adiabatic mode theory is justified later
in this manuscript by noting that we are mainly dealing with
very long-wavelength internal tides in the BSPF as opposed
to much shorter spatial scale solitons whose scales match the
local mode cycle distances and cause resonant coupling.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Sec. I, following
this Introduction, we discuss the oceanographic measure-
ments of internal waves and internal tides made in the BSPF
to provide the spectra of those processes. Given the spectra
of the internal waves and internal tides, and the internal wave
modes and their relative amplitudes, one can perform calcu-
lations of acoustic scattering. In Sec. II, we develop a per-
turbative theory of ray and mode travel-time fluctuations due
to shallow-water internal wave scattering. In Sec. III, we
make predictions for the signals in the BSPF experiment
based on our theory and the oceanographic input. In Sec. IV,
we present the comparison of our theoretical predictions with
the experimental data from the BSPF experiment. Finally, we
present our conclusions and recommendations for future
work in Sec. V.
I. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE INTERNAL WAVES
AND TIDES IN THE REGION OF THE BSPF
In order to describe the ‘‘forward’’ problem of acoustic
scattering from internal waves and internal tides, we must
first have some description of these oceanographic quanti-
ties. In particular, we must first obtain the internal wave and
tide modes and their amplitudes. The mode amplitudes are a
function of both frequency and horizontal direction, and ide-
ally we would describe the acoustic travel-time fluctuations
in terms of the full frequency directional spectrum. However,
in this work, only the frequency spectrum ~integrated over all
directions! can be determined from the data. The derivation
is provided in terms of the full directional spectrum for com-
pleteness and the dependence on direction is explored by
considering both a unidirectional wave field and an isotropic
wave field.
A. Internal waves: Formal considerations
Using the basic equations of momentum and continuity
in a stratified ocean, a modal solution for internal waves can
be derived. For details, the reader is referred to standard
texts.19,20 Briefly, the equations for a range-independent en-
vironment are perturbed and linearized. By separation of
variables, and the assumption of horizontally propagating
free-wave solutions for the vertical displacements j, i.e.,
j~x ,y ,z ,t !5c~z !exp$i~kx1ly2vt !%, ~1!






v22 f 2 Dcn50, ~2!
subject to the boundary conditions cn(0)5cn(H)50. In
Eq. ~2!, f is the local inertial frequency, and the local strati-






dz r~z !. ~3!
The eigenvalues kn2(v)5k21l2 are horizontal wave num-





2~z ,v!dz51 m. ~4!
Then the internal wave field can be described by a sum of
modes:









an~v ,Q!cn~v ,z !
3exp$ikn cos Qx1ikn sin Qy
2ivt%dQ dv , ~5!
where an~v,Q! is the frequency directional spectrum speci-
fying how the modal amplitudes vary with both frequency v
and horizontal direction Q. As will be discussed later, the
available BSPF data set is not good enough to determine the
directional component of the spectrum. Instead, we can only
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determine the frequency spectrum at a single location ~taken




an~v ,Q!dQ . ~6!
We will restrict ourselves here to the frequency band be-
tween Nmax , the highest buoyancy frequency encountered,
and f . Outside this band no free-wave solutions exist, and
forced solutions decrease exponentially away from the point
of creation. It can be computationally useful to extend the
definition of an ~and thus An! to be zero outside this fre-
quency band so that the integral with respect to v can be
identified as an inverse Fourier transform:
j~z ,t !5E (
n
An~v!cn~v ,z !exp$2ivt%dv . ~7!
Although the mode shapes are a function of frequency, the
frequency dependence is generally not very strong @i.e.,
cn(v ,z)'cn(z)#, especially for the lowest order modes near
tidal frequencies, where most of the energy is found to occur.
Thus most of the low-frequency information can be obtained
by directly projecting the displacement time series onto
mode shapes, rather than doing so separately at each fre-
quency. This results in a considerable simplification in the
equation for vertical displacements since we can now per-
form the analysis in the time domain
j~z ,t !'(
n
E An~v!exp$2ivt%dv cn~z !
5(
n
an~ t !cn~z !. ~8!
If the mode shapes vary significantly with frequency, then
our only recourse is to work in the frequency domain. The
advantage of working in the frequency domain is that it al-
lows us to determine the spectrum of modal coefficients ex-
actly. The disadvantage is that it increases the computational
load.
B. Determination of internal wave spectrum
1. Background
The BSPF experiment21 was performed during August
1992 at the site shown in Fig. 1. As a major component of
this experiment, three extensive hydrographic surveys were
conducted, profiling a 70380-km area along the front. A
high-resolution transect of the temperature field across the
front is shown in Fig. 2. The Atlantic Water/Polar Water
frontal boundary is beautifully clear here, as is the surface
mixed layer. These temperatures transform nearly linearly
into sound speeds, indicating that the environment is strongly
range dependent insofar as acoustic propagation across the
front is concerned. However, the internal wave field responds
to the density field r(r ,z), which is not necessarily as
strongly range or depth dependent as the temperature field.
Rather, the salinity field compensates the temperature
changes to keep density nearly constant in this region. Figure
3 shows buoyancy frequency profiles along transects near the
one shown in Fig. 2. Changes in water depths aside, all pro-
files show large frequencies at a depth of about 20 m, and
almost constant profiles below about 50 m. Interestingly, at
75°N where our experiment was conducted, the M2 tidal
frequency is just above the inertial frequency and thus can
create propagating waves. As we shall see, we do observe
considerable internal tide energy at the semidiurnal frequen-
cies, but not at the diurnal frequencies ~primarily due to the
K1 tide! although there is considerable tidal current energy at
both K1 and M2 frequencies.
The internal wave field depends on density as opposed
to temperature, as mentioned, but the wave field also re-
sponds to currents, which may result in some interesting be-
havior near fronts. The influence of local shear ~hence vor-
ticity! on the effective inertial frequency means that
statements about local f being below M2 must be considered
with caution, especially here where the nominal f is less than
1% below M2. In fact, the frontal region is one of negative
relative vorticity of magnitude about 0.03f . This is in the
sense to lower the effective f so that free waves at M2 prob-
ably do exist. But if the shear was of the opposite sign, it
would be enough to make the effective f greater than M2.
The changes in effective f can also cause local trapping or
shadowing of near-inertial waves. The region between the
moorings is favorable to trapping. Thus we might expect
enhancement of ~tidally forced! near-inertial energy.
Given that we can generate modal shapes and wave
numbers from the measured density profiles, we then need to
determine the modal amplitudes at each frequency, i.e., the
An~v!. To get these, we will use information from some of
the moorings deployed as part of the BSPF experiment. The
positions of the moorings are shown in Fig. 4, and the instru-
mentation they carried is described in Table I. The mode
spectrum An probably changes somewhat from mooring to
mooring depending on location relative to the front. How-
ever, for the purposes of this paper, we will ignore these
slight differences and assume that the An are similar every-
where. Note that this does not imply that the spectrum of
displacements ~or of temperature fluctuations! is similar ev-
erywhere, since the mode shapes cn will vary with position.
FIG. 1. Chart of the Barents Sea showing major currents, the location of the
Barents Sea Polar Front, and our August 1992 experimental site.
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FIG. 2. Side view of the Barents Sea Polar Front temperature field, generated from a CTD line sampled every 2.5 km horizontally.
FIG. 3. Four north–south transects of the buoyancy frequency field on the eastern half of our experimental grid, each 10 km apart in the east–west direction.
Note that this field is also range dependent, though not as strikingly so as the Fig. 2 temperature field. This is due to the salinity and temperature fields
combining to keep the density gradients small.
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2. Data analysis
The local spectra An~v! will be determined by analyzing
the temperature variability from moored thermistor records.
Horizontal gradients in temperature are not negligible near
the front, and so the temperature time series can be greatly
affected by low-frequency horizontal advection. Thus we
proceed as follows:
~1! Compensate for nonlinear advective effects.
~2! Convert temperature fluctuations to vertical displace-
ments.
~3! Analyze for internal wave modes.
We concentrate here on the southwest mooring ~near
‘‘station 18’’ of the CTD survey!, which was most heavily
instrumented ~see Table I!. Figure 5 shows CTD profiles at
station 18 taken at three times during the experiment. In
general, they show a well mixed layer some 20 m in depth,
below which temperatures decrease exponentially to about
50 m and then somewhat linearly to the bottom. The hori-
zontal offsets between the different stations are due to hori-
zontal advection. In the 25 August profiles a cold fresh fea-
ture can be seen between 20 and 35 m in depth. However, the
change in density due to this feature is small.
Figure 6 shows temperature time series ~all adjusted to a
FIG. 4. Chart of the BSPF experiment. Triangles are mooring positions. Arrows denote the initially planned acoustic tracks during the experiment. Due to
source failures, only the SW!SE and NE!SE tracks produced viable data.
TABLE I. Instruments on SW mooring ~water depth 380 m!. All instruments
measured temperature; ACMs and SACMs also observed currents.
Depth ~m! Instrument Sampling interval ~min!
19.9 Smart Acoustic Current Meter 10
29.9 Brancker T Sensor 1
39.9 Brancker T Sensor 1
50 Acoustic Current Meter 10
80 Acoustic Current Meter 10
140 Brancker T Sensor 1
200.5 Brancker T Sensor 1
360 Tomography Transceiver 10
FIG. 5. Vertical profiles of temperature, salinity, and density at station 18
near the SW mooring at three different times. The profile observed on the
11th of August occurs at the beginning of the thermistor records. Mean
temperatures for the thermistor records are marked by ~s!. Locations of
current meters are marked with ~*!.
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common 10-min sample interval! for all thermistors. The
warmest records @~a! and ~b!# near the surface show the most
variability. At mid-depths ~c! temperatures are in the range
3–5 °C, and superimposed on the high-frequency variability
is a variation with a period of about 5 days. The deepest
record ~d! does not show this variation, but does show a
number of steplike changes. This record was taken only 20 m
above the bottom, and is probably greatly affected by bottom
boundary layer dynamics. A slight warming trend can be
discerned over the 12-day record at all depths, indicating that
some longer-period variability is unresolved. Dramatic tem-
perature spikes can be seen near the 16th of August in many
of the records. These decreases are consistent with the ap-
pearance of a cold ~and probably fresh! feature similar to that
observed on 25 August ~see Fig. 5!. It is probable that the
baroclinic feature seen in the current meter records has en-
trained some of the colder water usually observed north of
the front, and that such features occur with some regularity.
3. Compensation for nonlinear effects and horizontal
advection
During the 16th of August large temperature changes
can be seen because colder water from north of the front was
advected or entrained by a baroclinic feature. These tempera-
ture changes do not represent vertical motions. Luckily, the
contaminated temperature samples appear as spikes in the
time series, and can be recognized ~and replaced! using stan-
dard running median and gating techniques.
We next consider compensating for advection. Tempera-
ture is conserved in nondivergent flow according to
]T
]t 1 ȳ–“T5mixing and source/sink terms. ~9!
Consider the observed velocity ȳ and temperature T to be
composed of a time mean ȳm ,Tm , a part due to large scale
horizontal advective fluctuations ȳc ,Tc , and a part due to
internal waves ȳ8,T8:
T5Tm1Tc1T8, ȳ5 ȳm1 ȳc1 ȳ8. ~10!
Substituting these expressions into ~9!, we impose the fol-
lowing behavior:











Assuming that mixing terms are temporally constant ~11!
means that local current fluctuations merely advect the mean
field. We can decouple the advection equation from the ef-
fects of internal waves by assuming ~12! that horizontal gra-
dients due to internal waves are smaller than those that exist
in the mean field. Finally, the last equation can be used to
convert temperature fluctuations to vertical displacements.
Consider the advection equation ~12!. To solve for Tc we





At this point there are four unknowns at each depth: the
components of the horizontal temperature gradients, and the
components of ȳc . In theory these could be estimated from
the CTD surveys and by subtracting the time average from
current meter records, respectively. However, examination of
the CTD data shows that there appears to be little consis-
tency in the derived gradients, probably due to aliasing of the
temperature field in spite of the approximately 1-h interval
between successive observations. At most they show that
cross-front gradients in the vicinity of the mooring are about
0.05 °C/km, and along front gradients are close to zero.
Similarly, the current meter records are too short to deter-
mine a useful mean, although they do indicate that the mean
flow is probably roughly aligned with the local bathymetry.
Instead, we shall try to remove as much variance as possible
using the current meter records. We first assume that
ȳm–“HT'0, ~15!
i.e., that mixing is negligible. Then ȳc can be replaced by the
observations ȳ in ~14!. Second, we assume that the horizontal
gradients of temperature remain constant over long periods
of time ~although they may vary with depth!, and choose
those constants in order to best remove as much long-period
variability from the temperature records as possible. The cur-
rent meter at 80 m is assumed to be representative of currents
below that depth. At shallower depth, currents are interpo-
lated from the available records. It was found that best re-
sults were obtained when different temperature gradient val-
ues were used before and after the 16th of August.
Apparently the passage of the baroclinic feature changes the
gradients of the mean field in its wake! Figure 7 shows tem-
perature records with the estimated advective component
Tm1Tc of the variability superimposed. Note that at tidal/
inertial frequencies some, but not all, of the variability is
removed.
Since we have an overlap between spectra of current
meter records and internal waves ~notably at the tidal fre-
FIG. 6. Thermistor records from SW mooring. Temperatures in °C. Depths
are ~a! 19.9, ~b! 29.9, 39.9, 50, ~c! 80, 140, 200.5, and ~d! 360 m.
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quencies!, it is possible that the procedure outlined above
~hereinafter called the ‘‘current’’ method! filters out some of
the internal wave energy. Thus it provides a lower bound on
the internal wave activity. By simply filtering out energy in
the temperature time series for frequencies less than about
1.5 cpd ~hereinafter called the ‘‘filter’’ method!, we can find
an upper bound on the internal wave activity.
4. Conversion to vertical displacement
Although we can apply ~13! directly to determine verti-
cal displacements, it is simpler to assume that





where Ti5T2Tc is the temperature field with large scale
advective effects removed. Since temperature changes due to
horizontal motions will be small, we can simplify this to
Ti~z ,t !5Tm„z1j~z ,t !… ~17!
for a vertical displacement j(z ,t). If T5Tm(z), we can write
z5Tm21„T(z)…, and if the temperature profile is monotonic,
which ~from Fig. 5! it appears to be at the beginning of the
temperature time series, then this inverse mapping is one-to-
one. Thus
z1j~ t !5Tm
21„Ti~z ,t !…. ~18!
A problem arises for the shallowest record, which sometimes
lies in the mixed layer where temperature gradients are non-
existent. In this case vertical excursions are set to zero. Fig-
ure 8 shows the vertical displacements computed from tem-
perature series corrected using the current method.
Power spectra of the displacement series all show simi-
lar roll-off characteristics at frequencies greater than 2 cpd. A
power spectral estimate for displacements ~current method!
at 200 m is shown in Fig. 9. Spectral levels are highest for
the series at 80, 140, and 200 m. A significant peak at 2 cpd
is seen in all spectra except the deepest one, but it may be
hidden there by large levels of long-period advective vari-
ability not resolved by the procedure discussed above ~the
lowest instrument is only 20 m from the bottom, and is prob-
ably greatly influenced by bottom boundary layer dynamics!.
No peaks are seen at harmonic frequencies. The spectral
slope is approximately 23/2. Similar results are found using
the filter method.
If we fit a line to the log–log power spectrum curve in
Fig. 9, we get the best fit for a 23/2 slope. However, one can
also draw an v22 line between 8 cpd and N ~30 cpd at 200
m!, leaving a trough from 3 to 8 cpd and a peak at 2 cpd.
This makes sense, in that the spectrum shows a Garrett–
Munk ~GM! ‘‘internal wave continuum’’ at higher frequen-
cies, but becomes non-GM near the internal tide/inertial fre-
FIG. 7. Thermistor records with estimated advective component. Tempera-
tures in °C. Depths are ~a! 19.9, ~b! 29.9, 39.9, 50, ~c! 80, 140, 200.5, and
~d! 360 m.
FIG. 8. Time series of vertical displacement after all corrections have been
applied.
FIG. 9. Power spectrum for displacements at 200 m, SW mooring. Note
dominant peak near 2 cpd, related to M2 tide. Thick line indicates a slope of
23/2 which gives best fit to data overall ~this line is displaced downward for
visibility!. Dotted lines denote 90% confidence interval. GM spectrum
~dashed line! rides above our data, but has same slope as higher frequency
portion of spectrum. It is properly normalized.
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quency. It is also of interest that the overall spectral levels
are somewhat below the GM prediction, particularly from 3
to 8 cpd.
Spectral energy near 2 cpd as a function of depth is
shown in Fig. 10, using both methods to remove advective
effects. The spectral levels are very similar, except for the
very deepest record in which the filtering procedure reduces
the energy levels. Vertical dependence of displacement spec-
tra goes as N21(z) in the Garrett–Munk spectrum. This is
roughly consistent with the observations over the upper part
of the water column. Below 150 m the buoyancy frequency
is constant, but observed energy levels decrease with depth.
5. Projection onto theoretical modes
To determine the internal wave mode amplitudes, we
solve the matrix equation
j5Ca1n, ~19!






and requires a priori estimates of the covariance matrix Rnn
of the measurement error n , and of the covariance matrix Raa
of modal amplitudes. An EOF analysis of the displacement
time series shows a high degree of similarity between the
natural eigenvectors and the internal mode shapes, and sug-
gests making Raa diagonal, with
Raa~ i ,i !5153103 exp~2i/2.5!, ~21!
where i is the mode number. The measurement errors for
vertical displacement will be set at 62 m, and will be as-
sumed to be uncorrelated. We shall use ten modes in the
analysis. Before computing the modal amplitudes, the dis-
placement series is high-pass filtered to remove any remain-
ing variance at frequencies below 1.5 cpd. The rms ampli-
tudes of the modes are given in Table II and are shown in
Fig. 11. Also shown are the corresponding amplitudes for
vertical displacements computed using the filter method.
Finally, all the calculations were again carried out in the
frequency domain, using different modes for calculations in
frequency bands of between 4 and 10 cpd, and using the
formulas found above as a priori estimates of the spectral
covariance functions. The results did not change in any sig-
nificant way.
In general, we find that the spectral density of internal
wave coefficients for frequencies greater than about 1 cpd





2p >1 cpd. ~22!
The mode number dependence can be described in many
ways; here it has been taken from that of the Garrett–Munk
spectrum which fits as well as any other ~see Fig. 11!.
Finally, we checked the correlation structure of the
modal coefficients. In general the modes are not well corre-
lated at the 95% significance level, although modes 1 and 3
have a correlation of about 20.6 which is significant.
FIG. 10. Spectral levels near 2 cpd as a function of depth using displace-
ments computed with current and filter methods. An arbitrarily scaled profile
of N21 is plotted to show how depth dependence of the spectral levels
differs.

















FIG. 11. Variance of modal coefficients. Current and filter method show
upper and lower bounds. The dashed curve shows the parametric form esti-
mated from this data.
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6. Internal tides, internal wave propagation, and near
inertial waves
It is obvious from Fig. 9 that the dominant energetic
contribution in the internal wave band, f<v<N , is at the
M2 tidal frequency, two cycles per day. However, this energy
peak at the M2 tidal frequency cannot be automatically as-
cribed to internal tides. Rather, at least three explanations can
be proffered for this peak in our BSPF data. The first, and we
believe most likely explanation, is internal tides. A second
possibility is internal wave solitons, i.e., discrete nondisper-
sive packets of internal waves which are generated every
tidal period, but are of very much shorter wavelength than
the internal tides. And finally, due to our experiment being at
the critical latitude for the M2 tide, we could be looking at
inertial waves.
The argument that internal tides are probably important
derives from the facts that ~1! there are significant barotropic
tides ~with peak speeds of roughly 50 cm/s and excursions of
order 5 km! in BSPF experimental area and ~2! the density
stratified waters of the region are advected over the relatively
steep local topography. Flow of stratified water over topog-
raphy at tidal frequencies is an important mechanism for in-
ternal wave generation.
Nonlinear internal tides ~higher tidal harmonics! and in-
ternal wave solitons occur when tidal excursions are greater
than or equal to the topographic length scale or when the
Froude number is greater than or equal to 1 ~tidal current
speed > internal wave speed!. Analysis of our BSPF tem-
perature and current meter data did not show significant tidal
harmonics. Direct observations of the soliton signatures was
not possible given the 1- to 10-min sampling schedules of
our moored instruments and the limited number of these sen-
sors in the vertical; solitons would generally show first mode
packets transiting the mooring position on the order of 3 min,
which is just below the limits of our instrumental resolution.
However, the length scale of the sloping shelf is of order of
30 km, as opposed to order 5 km for the upslope tidal excur-
sion; moreover, the 50-cm/s tidal velocity is mostly along the
slope; the upslope component is only on the order 10 cm/s at
maximum, well below the velocities of typical solitons. So
we do not expect soliton propagation to be important as com-
pared to linear internal tides in this area. However, given the
lack of direct experimental evidence, we cannot prove this
conclusively.
The third effect at the M2 tidal frequency is near-inertial
waves, caused by local accelerations due to storms or other
disturbances. However, near-inertial motions are ‘‘flattened’’
in the horizontal plane, so that the associated vertical dis-
placements would presumably be small. Although we have
not directly verified this from our data, we feel that we can
safely make this assumption, especially since we had no
storms during the cruise.
II. ACOUSTIC SCATTERING BY INTERNAL WAVES IN
SHALLOW WATER
We will next develop the scattering theory necessary to
make predictions about acoustic field fluctuations in the pres-
ence of shallow-water internal waves and internal tides. As
we are examining tomographic data, our primary emphasis
will be on predicting travel-time fluctuations. This work can
be trivially extended to phase fluctuations if desired. How-
ever, amplitude fluctuations are beyond the scope of this
work. In treating the travel-time fluctuations, we will exam-
ine both the ray and normal mode formalisms, and both
range-independent and range-dependent waveguides.
A. Adiabatic versus coupled modes—Linear waves
versus solitons
We note that our treatment of the acoustic scattering on
this paper is perturbational, i.e., ‘‘weak’’ scatter. The range of
validity of this assumption is treated in a companion paper to
this one by P. Traykovski.18 We also note that, in the normal-
mode picture, we use adiabatic mode theory, rather than
looking at the ‘‘resonant mode coupling’’ picture of the scat-
tering described by Zhou et al.12 We explain this choice as
follows. It is easy to show ~see following sections! that the
scattering of the acoustic field by internal waves of a certain
frequency is proportional to the energy in the internal wave
spectrum at that frequency. For a given internal wave fre-
quency, the dispersion relation allows us to calculate the cor-
responding internal wave wavelength. Shown in Fig. 12 is
the dispersion relation calculation for frequency versus
wavelength for a mixed layer depth of 35 m and water depths
of 70 and 150 m ~the latter being appropriate to our BSPF
experiment! for a two layer system with an appropriate den-
sity contrast. Resonant mode coupling will occur if these
wavelengths match the mode cycle distance of a given pair
of acoustic modes. To roughly estimate the cycle distances of
the modes, we can use the rigid bottom ~r!`! normal-mode
dispersion relation together with a ‘‘water column average’’
isovelocity sound speed. For the low-order modes, whose
spacings are generally the closest ~thus giving the largest
mode cycle distances!, we can approximate the exact expres-
sion for the mode cycle distances,
FIG. 12. Dispersion relations for linear internal waves for two two-layer
systems. Top line is for h1535 m, h2535 m, H570 m; bottom line is for
h1535 m, h25115 m, H5150 m. Where the internal wavelength matches a
particular acoustic mode cycle distance is where resonant mode coupling
will occur.








n~n21 !2m~m21 !U, ~24!
where k is the acoustic ‘‘water wave number.’’ Thus we can
see that the cycle distance increases linearly with acoustic
frequency and quadratically with wave guide depth H .
The question to ask now is, where is the ‘‘maximum
mode coupling’’ point for our BSPF experiment in terms of
mode cycle distance ~internal wavelength! and internal wave
frequency? At 224 Hz, for 150-m depth, we see that
D5LIW59 km, which corresponds to a 180-min period, or
an 8-cpd frequency of the internal waves. From Fig. 9, it is
seen that this point is an order of magnitude less energetic
than the M2 peak for the standard GM spectrum, and a factor
of 15 less energetic than the M2 peak in the measured data.
Thus the resonant contribution would have to amplify the
scattering at 8 cpd by nearly two orders of magnitude to
compete with the purely adiabatic scattering at the M2 fre-
quency. While this is not impossible, it seemed to us that for
this case the energetics favored the adiabatic approach.
We should note that we did initially look for a distinc-
tive signature of mode coupling, the time spreading of the
modal arrivals, in our data. However, due to the relatively
poor position estimation of the array elements and finite ar-
ray aperture that we had in the BSPF experiment, any envi-
ronmental coupling of modes was hidden by ‘‘spurious mode
coupling’’ due to the two effects just noted.23
B. Travel-time perturbations of normal modes
Using adiabatic normal-mode theory and WKB
phases,24 the sound-pressure field can be expressed as a sum
of the trapped modes









The first step in calculating the travel-time perturbation of
the modes is to calculate the eigenvalue perturbation due to
small changes in sound speed dc(r ,z) about the background
















where the ~0! represents unperturbed background values; r0
is the background density and k0 is the background ‘‘water
wave number,’’ v/c0 . Mode functions f are assumed to be




dkm dr . ~27!
If the received signal is processed by a narrow-band filter,


































Cm(0)(r) and Um(0)(r) are the instantaneous phase and group
velocities, respectively, for the unperturbed case.















GmGm8 ^dcdc8&dz dz8 dr dr8,
~31!
where Gm8 5 Gm(r8,z8) and dc85dc(r8,z8), etc.
We now relate the sound-speed perturbation dc to the




]z j[Szj , ~32!
where Sz is the gradient of the potential sound speed, cp .
~This relation is examined further in the paper by P.
Traykovski.18!
It is assumed that the internal wave mode amplitudes are





where dxx8 is the delta function. In addition, we assume for
convenience that the r5x axis is the direction from source to






E uanu2cncn8SzSz8 exp@ ikn~v!
3cos Q~r2r8!#dv dQ . ~34!
Substituting ~34! into ~31! yields an equation for the modal








E uanu2pn dv dQ ~35!
with the known information contained in the second term of
the integral, which thus gives the sensitivity of travel-time
changes to the frequency and direction of the internal waves:














3cos Q~r2r8!#dr dr8 dz dz8. ~36!
In general the different terms making up pn can be range
dependent. We will first consider the range-independent case,
and then expand the results to certain range-dependent cases.






















where sinc(X)[sin(X)/X . Note that this implies that the
sensitivity of travel-time perturbations is greatest when the
phase fronts of the internal waves are parallel to the trans-
mission path, and that in other cases the changes are due to a
generally nonintegral number of waves appearing between
the source and receiver.
Assuming uan(v ,Q)u25uAn(v)u2B(Q), with
*0














2 cos Q D dQGdv .
~38!
This is rather straightforward and is simply evaluated.
We next consider the range-dependent case. In the fol-
lowing, we assume that the internal wave spectrum is range
independent, but that the cn , Sz , Gm , and kn vary with
range. We consider two special cases. First, we consider the
















The simplest way of evaluating this equation is to divide the
acoustic path into a number of range-independent subre-
gions, so that the integration with respect to r can be con-
verted into a finite sum.
Case (ii): Arbitrary B(Q)
We next divide the acoustic track into a finite number of
range-independent subregions. Then from ~38! we expect
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2 cos Q D dQGdv ,
~40!
where N is the number of subregions and DR j5r j2r j21 is
the width of the subregion.
Now let us consider the conditions under which we can
obtain ~40! from ~38! for the range-independent case. If the













2 cos Q D dQ . ~41!








~y cos Q!dQ . ~42!
Generally, when y is bigger than a certain value @depending
on B~Q!#, condition ~42! is approximately satisfied. As an
example, for the isotropic case B~Q!51/2p, it is found that
when y.2(DR.4/kn), this function approaches a constant
value. The length L54/kn thus can be considered as a mea-
sure of the correlation length for the isotropic case. This
means that when the size of the subregions DR is bigger than
the spatial correlation length for all internal waves, ~40! can
be used instead of ~38!. In other words, the travel-time vari-
ances due to different regions are approximately uncorrelated
as long as the regions are larger than the spatial correlation
scale of the internal waves. Although this condition is ob-
tained from examining the range-independent case, it can
also be reasonably considered as the condition for using ~40!
for the range-dependent case.
C. Travel-time perturbations for rays





2 ds , ~43!
where G0 is the unperturbed propagation path. The ray travel-







4 ds ds8. ~44!
Substituting ~34! into ~44! yields
^dt2&5(
n
E uAnu2In dv , ~45!
where











B~Q!exp$ikn cos Q~x2x8!%dQ .
~47!
As in the modal analysis, we consider two cases for the
directional spectrum.
Case (i): B(Q)5d(Q2p/2)









Case (ii): Arbitrary B(Q)
In general, In must be computed numerically. Here we
derive an approximate expression. We replace Ln in ~47!








Here RL can be considered a measure of the correlation dis-










Generalization to the range-dependent case by the summa-
tion over a number of range-independent subregions is
trivial. It is again required that the subregions be bigger than
the correlation distance. Finally, it should be noted that when
RL is smaller than the ray cycle distance, the approximate
expression ~50! may underestimate the travel-time variance.
It is probably better in general to use the exact form, as it is
not simple to quantify the error in ~49! and ~50!.
III. PREDICTION OF TRAVEL-TIME PERTURBATIONS
Having generated both the internal wave/internal tide
field descriptions from our data and some theoretical basis
for travel-time perturbation calculations, we can now pro-
ceed to make predictions of the expected travel-time pertur-
bations seen in the BSPF experiment.
A simple range-dependent model was generated by di-
viding the acoustic path into two range-independent seg-
ments. Segment 1, composed of cold, fresh Arctic water,
extended from the source ~NE mooring! to the Polar Front.
Segment 2, composed of warmer saltier North Atlantic water,
extends from the front to the receiver ~SE mooring!. The
water depth, temperature, and salinity of each segment are
the averages of CTD measurements taken along the path in
each region. Figures 13 and 14 show sound-speed and buoy-
ancy frequency profiles for both segments. The amplitudes of
the internal wave modes were taken to be those found at the
SW mooring for which we have the most complete informa-
tion. This is because attempts to determine spectral levels
north of the front were frustrated by advective signal noise in
the temperature records which we could not eliminate.
Since we have no information about B~Q! ~the directiv-
ity of the internal waves!, two special cases were examined:
an isotropic wave field @B~Q!51/2p# and an across track
propagation path @B~Q!5d ~u2p/2!# which produces the
maximum travel-time changes.
A. Predicted travel-time perturbations for normal
modes
Equations ~39! and ~40! were used for estimating the
modal travel-time variances for the two angular spectrum
cases. Here the subregions are taken to be segment 1 and
segment 2. The estimated rms travel-time perturbations of
normal modes 1–20 for the two segments are shown, respec-
tively, in Fig. 15~a! and Fig. 16~a!, where the circle s rep-
resents case 1 ~perpendicular propagation! and the star * rep-
FIG. 13. Average sound-speed profiles for Atlantic water ~a! and Arctic
water ~b! segments of the acoustic propagation path across the Barents Sea
Polar Front.
FIG. 14. Average buoyancy frequency profiles for Arctic water ~a! and
Atlantic water ~b! segments of the acoustic propagation path across the
Barents Sea Polar Front.
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resents case 2 ~isotropic spectrum!. The rms travel-time
perturbations for the whole region are shown in Fig. 17~a!.
Figures 15~b!, 16~b!, and 17~b! show the rms travel-time
perturbations produced by high-frequency internal waves ~f
.10 cpd! for the two subregions and the whole region. It is
seen that for the isotropic case the high-frequency internal
waves are considerably less important than the lower fre-
quency internal waves. This is because the argument of the
sinc function is smaller for lower frequencies ~smaller wave
numbers! for angles Q other than p/2, so as to make bigger
contributions to the travel-time perturbation. It also is found
that the travel-time perturbations of mode 10 for segment 1
and mode 13 for segment 2 are much bigger than those of the
other modes.
B. Predicted travel-time perturbations for rays
Equations ~48! and ~50! were used for estimating the ray
travel-time variances of case 1 ~perpendicular propagation!
and case 2 ~isotropic spectrum!, respectively. Unlike the nor-
mal modes, ray travel-time perturbations are dependent on
the depth of the source and receiver. In order to obtain the
general dependence of ray travel-time perturbations on the
ray grazing angle and to compare them with the normal-
mode results, average travel-time perturbations were esti-
mated. Rays are thus identified by their grazing angles at the
depth of minimum sound speed. The estimation of travel-
time perturbation was made over the total cycle distance of
the ray and then was multiplied by R/Rc , the ratio of total
range to the ray cycle distance. This way, the estimated time
perturbations are the same for both positive and negative
grazing angles and are independent of the depths of source
and receiver. For the range-dependent case, the ray grazing
angle changes between subregions are determined using the
ray invariant I , a conserved quantity for the adiabatic ap-
proximation given by24
I5 R
sin a~z ,r !
c~z ,r ! dz5const, ~51!
where the integral is taken over the total cycle of a ray and a
is the ray grazing angle.
The estimated rms travel-time perturbations for the two
range segments are shown, respectively, in Figs. 18~a! and
19~a!, where the solid line represents the ‘‘perpendicular
FIG. 15. Predicted rms travel-time perturbations for the first 20 acoustic
normal modes at 224 Hz due to internal wave scattering in the Polar water
segment of the BSPF experiment. In ~a!, the full frequency spectrum of the
internal waves is included for the two cases of isotropic propagation ~*! and
propagation perpendicular to the acoustic path ~s!. In ~b!, we also consider
the same two propagation direction cases, but now restrict the frequency
spectrum to f IW>10 cpd. For this case, the isotropic scattering shows almost
no ‘‘resonance’’ peak.
FIG. 16. Predicted rms travel-time perturbations for the first 20 acoustic
normal modes at 224 Hz due to internal wave scattering in the Atlantic water
segment of the BSPF experiment. As in Fig. 15, ~a! shows the full frequency
spectrum case for isotropic ~asterisks! and perpendicular ~circles! IW propa-
gation. ~b! shows the high-frequency scattering, with the isotropic scattering
again being suppressed. Comparing Fig. 15 to Fig. 16, two distinct differ-
ences are noted. First, the position of the main peak is shifted from mode 10
to mode 13—this simply is due to bathymetric and sound-speed profile
changes. Second, the magnitude of the scattering in the Atlantic water seg-
ment is much less. This is due in part to the differences in the acoustic path
length transversed in the two regions, which is roughly a factor of 3. An-
other ~rough! factor of 3 comes from the difference in sound-speed gradient
at the base of the mixed layer between the two regions.
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propagation case’’ and the dot–dash line the ‘‘isotropic spec-
trum case.’’ Also, the rms travel-time perturbations for the
whole region are shown in Fig. 19~a!, where rays are identi-
fied by the grazing angle for segment 1. In combining the
travel-time perturbations of the two segments, the ray invari-
ant Eq. ~51! was used to find the grazing angle relationship
between subregions.
Figures 18~b!, 19~b!, and 20~b! also show the rms travel-
time perturbations induced by high-frequency internal waves
~f.10 cpd! for the two subregions and the whole region. The
maximum travel-time perturbations are found at ray grazing
angles of 10.0° for segment 1 and 8.7° for segment 2. We
discuss the character of these results, and how they compare
to the modal results, in the next section.
C. Comparison of ray and mode results
In the WKB approximation, each normal mode corre-
sponds to a constructively interfering system of rays,25
whose grazing angles at the minimum sound-speed depth z0
are equal to
an5cos21~kn /k0!, ~52!
where kn is the eigenvalue of nth normal mode and k0 is the
acoustic wave number at z0 . an also can be considered as the
equivalent grazing angle of the mode. Figure 21 shows the
estimated grazing angles of the normal modes for segments 1
and 2. The ray grazing angle relation between the two seg-
ments, estimated in terms of the ray invariant, is also shown
in Fig. 21, where the grazing angle relation of the normal
modes between the two segments also is given. Obviously,
the grazing angle relationship between the two segments for
the rays and modes is consistent under the WKB approxima-
tion. However, the calculated travel-time perturbations for
rays and modes are not consistent! As an example, let us
consider the travel-time perturbations in the ‘‘perpendicular
case’’ for segment 1. The maximum ray travel-time perturba-
tion is 14 ms, corresponding to the grazing angle of 10°,
whereas the maximum mode travel-time perturbation is 38
ms, corresponding to the grazing angle 11.5° ~mode 10!.
From the travel-time perturbation equations for rays and
modes, we find that the difference between them is between
the integrals:
R c l~v ,z !cp8~z !Gm~z !dz for modes,
~53!




where Rc is the ray cycle distance and l(z) is the path length
per unit depth at z within the total ray cycle. The function
FIG. 17. Predicted rms travel-time perturbation for the first 20 acoustic
normal modes at 224 Hz due to the entire acoustic path in the BSPF experi-
ment. ~a! shows the contribution of the entire spectrum for the two IW
directional cases, and ~b! shows the effect of the higher frequency internal
waves only. It is seen quickly that the Arctic water segment dominates the
total path.
FIG. 18. Predicted rms travel-time perturbation for rays in Arctic water
segment, for both isotropic ~dot–dash line! IW propagation and propagation
perpendicular to the acoustic path ~solid line!. The overall magnitude of the
perturbation is lower for rays than modes; also, the angle at which the peak
scattering is found is slightly different. ~a! is for the full IW spectrum; ~b! is
for the higher frequency IWs. For the higher frequency IWs, the isotropic
scattering again is seen to be small.
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~0 !~z !u2. ~54!
Figure 22 shows the potential sound-speed gradient cp8(z),
function Gm(z) for mode 10 ~a511.5°!, and l(z)/Rc for the
ray with a grazing angle of 10.0°. The depth interval between
20 and 40 m has the biggest sound-speed gradients, and al-
most all the travel-time perturbations are produced within
this depth interval. Those rays with bigger l(z)/Rc in this
depth interval experience bigger travel-time perturbations.
For normal modes, Gm(z) is an oscillatory function and is
frequency dependent. When the area under the positive func-
tion value is much bigger than the area under the negative
function value within this depth interval, the normal mode
experiences large travel-time perturbations. To study the fre-
quency dependence of the normal-mode travel-time pertur-
bations, the perturbations produced by the M2 internal tide
were estimated for a frequency range from 200 to 1000 Hz.
Figure 23 shows ~a! the frequency dependence of rms time
perturbations, ~b! the mode number corresponding to the
maximum time perturbation, and ~c! their grazing angles.
With increasing frequency, the grazing angle of the mode
with the maximum travel-time perturbation approaches 10°,
the ray grazing angle corresponding to the maximum time
perturbation! The general tendency of the maximum pertur-
bation is to increase with increasing frequency, and the fre-
quency ‘‘resonance’’ phenomenon becomes more and more
evident. The reason for this is that with the increase of fre-
quency, the maximum time perturbation corresponds to
higher normal modes, hence a higher oscillation rate of
Gm(z). This makes it possible for Gm(z) to match the depth
interval with a large cp8 much better so as to increase the
FIG. 19. Predicted rms travel-time perturbation for rays in the Atlantic water
segment, again for two propagation direction scenarios. ~a! shows complete
spectrum results, ~b! the higher frequency results.
FIG. 20. Predicted rms travel-time perturbation for rays due to IWs along
the total acoustic path of the BSPF experiment. Again the Arctic water
segment dominates.
FIG. 21. Grazing angle versus mode number for the two segments of our
BSPF acoustic track. Also, angular relation between rays and modes be-
tween segments 1 and 2 of our BSPF experimental region.
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maximum perturbation. However, Gm(z) is not a continuous
function of the mode number m , and so the best match can
be achieved only at certain frequencies. As the frequency
gets higher, not only does the equivalent ray angle of the
most perturbed mode and the ray converge, but the number
of modes which one needs to coherently average to create a
ray increases. If the central mode of the group of modes we
consider is the ‘‘resonance peak,’’ the modes around it will
show much less perturbation. When one combines the per-
turbations of this group of modes to create the perturbation
of a ray, one diminishes the central mode perturbation by a
factor roughly proportional to 1/N , where N is the number of
modes averaged. Traykovski18 has shown, by treating vari-
ous reasonable ways of forming the average travel-time per-
turbation of a group of modes, that the ray and mode pictures
are indeed consistent and give similar results. Thus our
seeming mode and ray inconsistency is resolved as being a
simple consequence of the physical difference in the two
pictures.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS OF ACOUSTIC
FLUCTUATIONS DUE TO INTERNAL TIDES AND
INTERNAL WAVES
Ideally, our measurement of internal waves and internal
tides would have come from the transmission path going
from the southwest 400-Hz source to the vertical array in the
southeast. This path avoids the front, has flat bathymetry, and
has a 400-Hz source with 100-Hz bandwidth which easily
can separate out the higher angle rays, while the array can
filter the few lowest modes. However, this SW source
worked only on an intermittent basis due to a hardware fail-
ure, and though the data was adequate for some inverses for
large scale oceanography, it was not fully adequate to give
the well sampled time series needed for internal tide and
internal wave studies. Of the two moorings north of the
BSPF, only the 224-Hz source worked properly. Thus we had
to use its data for this study. Use of this 224-Hz data presents
us with some practical difficulties. First, the source had only
a 16-Hz bandwidth, which gives at best a 62.5-ms resolution
of neighboring peaks ~if we use travel time alone, which we
do not, of course, since we also have some angular resolution
afforded by the vertical array!. This means that our peak
resolution is marginal, particularly in the range from 0° to 8°
grazing angle. Misidentification of peaks will thus cause
travel-time noise, as we shall see. In addition to this diffi-
culty, the path from the 224-Hz source to the acoustic array
also passes through the front, so that one is adding the travel-
time disturbances due to the front to the internal wave/
internal tide signals. Finally, the NE to SE path is a very
range-dependent one, both oceanographically and bathy-
metrically, so one has to deal with this more complicated
case, rather than the simpler ‘‘range-independent’’ case our
SW to SE transmission would have afforded. Having men-
tioned all these difficulties, we now turn to estimating their
FIG. 22. Quantities useful for explaining the differences between ray and
mode travel times as seen in Eq. ~53!. In ~a!, the average potential sound-
speed gradient for the Arctic water portion of the acoustic path is shown. ~b!
shows Gm(z) for normal mode 10 of that segment, a highly oscillatory
function. In contrast, in ~c! the function l(Z)/Rc shows a single sharp peak
near 20 m.
FIG. 23. Frequency dependence of ~a! the normal-mode travel-time pertur-
bation, ~b! the mode number with the largest travel-time perturbation, and
~c! the grazing angle of the mode with the largest perturbation.
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effects, so that we can try to subtract them from our data,
leaving us the desired internal wave/internal tide signals to
look at.
In Fig. 24~a!, we show the predicted mean ray arrival
time pattern of the experimental transmissions versus grazing
angle in degrees. It is seen that the low angle rays ~0° to 4°!
all arrive at approximately the same time, so that even if one
picks the wrong ray ~which is almost certain, as rays are
poorly resolved in this angular regime, whereas normal
modes can be resolved! the peak picking noise will be mini-
mal. The amount of the noise one can expect is seen in Fig.
24~b!, which shows the difference between neighbors in ar-
rival time as estimated from a ray tracing code. In the 0°–4°
range, the average is on the order of 10 ms. For the 4°–8°
angular range, one sees 30–100 ms as the interval between
eigenrays. However, this difference in arrival times between
neighbors is enough, when combined with the angular reso-
lution of the vertical array, to reduce the probability of ray
misidentification ~which we estimate, in a somewhat ad hoc
fashion, as the fraction of the energy in the travel-time fluc-
tuation frequency spectrum which is under the ‘‘flat’’ or
‘‘noisy’’ part of that curve!, and so the average travel-time
noise, which is the product of the probability of misidentifi-
cation times the travel difference between neighboring rays,
is only on the order of 20–30 ms from 4° to 8°. From 8° to
18° ~18° being the limit to which we can unambiguously
resolve eigenrays due to the grating lobe structure of the
vertical array!, we have an average 100-m/s spacing between
neighboring rays. The probability of ray misidentification is
even less in this angular regime, as the time/angle resolution
is generally adequate between neighboring rays. Thus we
estimate the peak picking noise at about 15 ms in this region.
The other component of the noise one sees in the rays is
due to frontal oscillations. The BSPF is advected up and
down slope on the order of 2 km by the barotropic tide,
which causes a 10-ms travel-time noise signal, according to
both adiabatic and coupled normal-mode calculations we
have performed. Moreover, the frontal noise signal is calcu-
lated to be nearly independent of grazing angle. Thus we
have an ;10-ms noise floor at the M2 tidal frequency.
One can see the peak picking noise ~due to misidentifi-
cation, unresolved peaks! and other effects clearly in the ar-
rival time time series for the rays. We will illustrate these for
two different rays, one at 13° and the other at 21°. ~The 21°
ray is actually better looked at as a filtered mode.! The 21°
ray shows a very clean signal at the M2 tidal frequency, due
to both the frontal movement and the M2 internal tide @see
Fig. 25~a! for the time series, Fig. 25~b! for the frequency
spectrum#. There is then a large dropoff of signal at interme-
diate frequencies, and eventually some high-frequency en-
ergy, which looks like white noise past about 30 cpd. Theo-
retically, we expect the low-frequency oscillation to be
almost solely due to frontal oscillations, as the 21° ray will
not interact strongly with the internal wave or internal tide
field. ~Its turning point does not overlap the thermocline.!
The 213° ray @Fig. 26~a! and ~b!# also shows significant
energy at the M2 tidal frequency, but quite interestingly, it is
about 180° out of phase with the 21° ray trend. We conjec-
ture that this phase difference is due to the semidiurnal signal
for the 213° ray being a combination of both the frontal
oscillation ~;10 ms! and the M2 internal tide, but with the
latter dominating ~signal ;20–40 ms!. Since it is not unrea-
sonable that the acoustic signature of the frontal oscillation
and the internal tide can be out of phase with each other, this
is at least a plausible conjecture. At higher oceanic frequen-
cies ~past 30 cpd!, we again see what appears to be white
FIG. 24. Ray arrival time calculations. The arrival time structure is shown in
~a!, and the difference between neighboring arrivals is shown in ~b!.
FIG. 25. Times series and spectrum of 21-deg arrival, processed as a re-
solved ray and median filtered to remove outliers. M2 tidal period effects
show strongly in ~a! and ~b!. Spectrum in ~b! has fallen to noise level at ;24
cpd, i.e., 1-h period. Since ‘‘peak picking’’ noise is white, it is likely that it
is the prime contributor to the noise below 24 cpd.
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noise. It is quite probable that this is peak picking noise.
Finally, we come to our travel-time variances versus
grazing angle data, shown in Fig. 27~a! and ~b!. To begin
with, we notice that the levels of variance seen are high
compared to our theoretical estimates. This is due to there
being both frontal excursion and peak picking noise in the
data. The frontal noise, as mentioned, contributes a roughly
grazing angle independent noise floor of about 10 m/s to the
values seen. The peak picking noise is grazing angle depen-
dent, with the values noted before, i.e., 10 ms for
u0°<Q<4°u, 20–30 ms for u4°<Q<8°u, and 15 ms for
u8°<Q<18°u. We now subtract these estimated noise values
from the values in Fig. 27~a! to get our best estimate of the
travel-time variance due to internal waves and internal tides,
which is shown in Fig. 27~b!. We note that the values ob-
served are ‘‘in the ballpark’’ of the theory, have the right
shape, but also have large error bars ~order 10 ms at mini-
mum!. We should also note, for completeness, that we have
also looked at the experimental travel-time perturbations in
the modal picture as well as the ray picture. Using standard
mode filtration techniques, we could reliably filter only the
first five modes ~up to ;5° grazing angle!; beyond the fifth
mode, the finite array length and unknown array tilts made
the filtration unreliable, so that higher modes were not con-
sidered. The results were that we saw small perturbations
~tn<10 ms! which are consistent with modes with turning
points below the thermocline. Having reliable mode filtered
mode data with turning points in the thermocline would have
been quite useful; unfortunately our acoustic frequency range
precluded this.
V. CONCLUSIONS/FUTURE DIRECTIONS
There are a large number of improvements that could
and should be made upon the work presented here, both ex-
perimentally and theoretically. Experimentally, we need to
improve both our oceanographic measurements and acous-
tics measurements. Oceanographically, we need a more com-
plete and accurate determination of the internal wave/internal
tide field, in particular, the frequency-directional spectrum.
To obtain this, we could use spatially distributed, moored
arrays of thermistor strings to sample the (x ,y ,z) depen-
dence of the temperature field, moored Sea Cat sensors to
monitor changes of salinity and thus density with time ~as
internal wave dynamics are controlled by the density field!,
and current meters to monitor both the internal waves and
the advection of structure through the water column. More
rapidly sampling the oceanographic signals during portions
of the experiment would also allow us to look at the effects
of fine structure, which can contribute to the acoustic fluc-
tuations seen. Acoustically, we would strongly prefer to ob-
tain a path uncomplicated by additional effects, such as fron-
tal features. Use of a vertical acoustic array along with a
smaller bandwidth, lower frequency source for modal reso-
lution, and a higher frequency, higher bandwidth source for
ray resolution would allow us to test rigorously both the ray
and mode picture predictions we have made. Use of rapidly
sampled cw signals has allowed us to begin looking at high-
frequency fine-structure signals, which might add noise to
the internal wave spectrum unless accounted for. Use of mul-
FIG. 26. Time series and spectrum of 213-deg arrival, processed as a re-
solved ray and median filtered to remove outlines. Again, an M2 tidal fre-
quency is seen, but out of phase with the Fig. 25 result. Fall-off of the
spectrum is slower than in Fig. 25 due to ~1! IW induced travel-time fluc-
tuations being more energetic for the higher angle rays and ~2! peak picking
noise also being larger at larger angles.
FIG. 27. In ~a!, we show the ‘‘raw’’ travel-time fluctuation data, without
frontal oscillation and peak picking noise subtracted. In ~b!, the peak picking
and frontal noise has been subtracted from the data, which then is compared
to a ‘‘multisegment’’ ray theory calculation for both isotropic ~dashed line!
and perpendicular ~solid line! IW directionality. Reasonable agreement be-
tween theory and data is noted—however, the error bars on the data prob-
ably are quite large, on the order of 610 ms.
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tiple frequencies could allow one to place a low-order mode
such that its turning point was right at the thermocline,
whereas other frequencies would not be ‘‘resonant.’’ We re-
cently deployed an experiment in July–August 1995, along
with Naval Research Lab and the Naval Postgraduate
School, which will allow us to improve our measurements as
described above, as well as testing theories of scattering by
solitons.
Theoretically, we need to do a better job of dealing with
the perturbation and linearization approximations made here
and with the range dependence, both in the N(z) profiles
~i.e., the oceanographic fields’ range dependence! and in the
c(z) profile ~i.e., in the acoustic propagation problem!. Our
current ‘‘coarse region’’ approach is only a beginning, and
we would hope to see some form of continuous ~with range!
approach eventually evolve. Mode coupling also needs to be
included.
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